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The Telescope Array (TA) experiment, located near Delta, Utah, USA, is the largest ultra-high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) observatory in the northern hemisphere. When a
UHECR primary particle arrives at the Earth, it collides with the atmosphere and produces a cascade of secondary particles known as an extensive air shower (EAS). The
Telescope Array is designed to observe the EAS using a hybrid of techniques: fluorescence detectors (FDs) and surface detectors (SDs). The FDs measure the nitrogen
fluorescence light emitted when the secondary particles excite the gas of the atmosphere as they pass through it. They utilize telescopes consisting of large area mirrors and photo-
multiplier tube cameras. Meanwhile, the SDs use two-layer plastic scintillators to sample the density of charged particles in the showers when it reaches the Earth’s surface. Using
data from both the FDs and SDs, we explore the nature and origin of UHECRs by investigating the energy spectrum, mass composition, and arrival direction distribution. In this
presentation, we describe the design and technical features as well as some of the measurements of the Telescope Array detectors.
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• Extensive Air Shower (EAS):
A cascade of millions of subatomic particles initiated when 
a single UHECR collides with a nucleus in the atmosphere

• Fluorescence detectors (FDs): 
• Telescopes observe nitrogen fluorescence lights in the 

atmosphere emitted by when charged particles pass 
through the atmosphere

• clear, moonless nights: ~10% on-time 
• Measure the longitudinal development of the EAS

• Surface detectors (SDs):
• Scintillators sample the density of charged particles in 

the shower when it reaches the Earth’s surface 
• ~100% on-time
• Measure the lateral footprint of the EAS

- 507 plastic scintillation counters
- 2 layers, 1.2 cm thick, 3 m2 area
- 1.2 km square grid spacing 
covering ~700 km2

- 3 stations
- 12–14 telescopes
- 256 hexagonal PMTs 
per camera
- 3˚–31˚ elevation
- Look over the SD 
array for hybrid 
observation  

Geometry Fit (modified Linsley)

Lateral Density Distribution Fit
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which we adjusted by an iterative process using the TA SD data. To get the final

values for the event geometry, we fit to a modified Linsley function in which the

curvature parameter a becomes a fit parameter and is also allowed to vary (the

�2 expression is the same as the Equation 5.5):
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The additional factor of (1� l
12⇥103m)1.05 describes an additional “curvature devel-

opment” e↵ect, which was derived from the data. Figure 5.4a shows an example

of the event time fit.
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Figure 5.4: Two fits for determining the SD event geometry and S800. (a): An
illustration of the SD time fit. Counter time is plotted versus distance along the
û-axis (points). Solid line represents the fit expectation time for counters that
would lie directly on the û-axis, dashed and dotted lines are the fit expectation
times for counters that are 1 km and 2 km o↵ the û-axis, respectively. (b): Lateral
distribution fit to the AGASA function. Counter pulse height is plotted versus
the perpendicular (lateral) distance from the shower axis. Solid line represents
the fit curve. Error bars with no points represent the silent counters (working
counters which did not register any signal).
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5.4 Lateral Distribution Fit

We use the same lateral distribution function (LDF) as the AGASA experi-

ment [16] to fit the event lateral profile on the ground:
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⌘(✓) = 3.97� 1.79 [sec(✓)� 1]

The uncertainties [99] on the pulse height density are adjusted to fit the TA SD

data:
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We minimize the function of the form:
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The fit parameters are the core position R and the scaling factor A in front of the

(AGASA) LDF function. Figure 5.4b shows a typical TA SD lateral distribution

fit.

Counters closest to the shower core are removed from the lateral distribution

fits (but not from the geometry fits) due to the saturation of their photomultiplier

tubes, which occurs (in a typical counter) whenever the signal exceeds ⇠50 VEM

in a 20 nS time interval. Typically, one has 1 saturated counter per event.

5.5 First Energy Estimation

After successful geometry and LDF fits, we determine the signal size 800 me-

ters [101] from the shower axis S800 ⌘ ⇢(800m) using equation 5.10 and use it

along with the reconstructed sec(✓) to determine the event energy from a carefully

tested MC. To do this, we use a large statistics MC set to construct the energy

estimation table. Figure 5.5 shows the energy as a function of reconstructed S800

and sec(✓), where we plot the reconstructed values of S800 vs sec(✓) lines for
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and sec(✓), where we plot the reconstructed values of S800 vs sec(✓) lines for

ETBL = f(S800,secq)

- Use counter location and timing to locate shower core 
and arrival direction
- Fit counter signal size to find lateral distribution
- Signal size at 800 m, S800, is the energy indicator
- Use reconstructed S800 and zenith angle to look up 
energy (from CORSIKA-produced table)
- Hybrid fluorescence provides an energy scale: 

Efinal = ETBL/1.27

- In fluorescence, we see the shower sweep across 
the mirror
- Reconstruct Shower-Detector Plane
- Fit time-vs-angle to get geometry (For hybrid, add 
in SD times, giving much greater lever arm for fit)
- Reconstruct the size of the shower vs. depth –
mass composition

Telescope View

Time vs. Angle Reconstructed Profile
Fluorescence
Direct (Cerenkov)
Rayleigh scatt.
Aerosol scatt.

Arrival Direction Distribution

- Energy Spectrum
Find a significant difference in the spectra above and below ~25˚ in declination 
Observe the “instep” feature

- Mass Composition: Appears light and steady for E>1018 eV
- Arrival Direction Distribution

Hotspot persists, but significance does not increase very quickly 
New significant excess at a slightly lower energy in conjunction with the Perseus-Pisces 
supercluster

- Need more data to improve statistics, especially for anisotropy and mass composition 
measurement
- Plan to complete the extension of the Telescope Array, the TA×4 project, and take more data!!

TA Energy Spectrum Dmitri Ivanov

2. TA Surface Detector Energy Spectrum

2.1 SD Spectrum Calculated Using Standard TA Procedure

Figure 2 shows the TA surface detector spectrum, calculated using data collected over the
time period from 2008/05/11 to 2019/05/11. Superimposed as a solid line is a fit to a broken
power law function. We find the position of the ankle feature at EA = 1018.69±0.01 eV, with powers
before and after the ankle p1 = �3.28± 0.02 and p2 = �2.68± 0.02, respectively, the second
break point, also known as the GZK cutoff [4, 5], at E2 = 1019.81±0.03 eV, and the power after the
second break p3 =�4.84±0.5 We estimate the significance of the suppression to be 8.4 s and the
energy at which the measured integral flux becomes half of that in the absence of the cutoff [3] is
E1/2 = 1019.79±0.04 eV.

The analysis used for calculating the result in Figure 2, described in [2, 12], consists of a
time fit to determine the geometry of the cosmic ray shower, a lateral distribution fit to the AGASA
lateral distribution function [13] to find the shower signal size 800m from the shower axis (S800),
an initial energy estimate from a CORSIKA QGSJET II.3 [14, 15, 16] surface detector Monte
Carlo [17, 12], and calibration of the TA SD energy scale to the TA FD. Calibration of the SD
energy scale to the TA FD is done by using an energy-independent calibration factor of 1/1.27,
as described in [20]. Recently, in [20], it has been demonstrated that the TA SD reconstruction
approach yields a result that is within 3% of the result obtained by applying the Constant Intensity
Cut method [21] to the TA data at the highest energies.
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Figure 2: Telescope Array surface detector spectrum derived from 11 years of TA data, 2008/05/11-
2019/05/11, using reconstruction described in [2, 12]. Solid line is a fit to the broken power law, where
p1, p2 are the spectral indices before and after the ankle, respectively, EA is the energy of the ankle, E2 is
the energy of the cutoff (aka the second break point), and p3 is the spectral index after the cutoff. The sig-
nificance of the cutoff at 1019.81 eV has been estimated to be 8.4 s , and the energy at which the measured
integral flux is half of that expected in the absence of the suppression, is E1/2 = 1019.79±0.04 eV.
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TA SD 11 years data

Log (E (eV)) Ankle
= 18.69 ± 0.01

Log (E (eV)) E2

= 19.81 ±0.03

TA SD HiRes FDTA FD

10 years SD and FD hybrid data

- 179 events with E > 5.7×1019 eV (12-year SD data)
- Maximum local Li-Ma sig.: 5.1𝜎 at (144.0°, 40.5°)

Observed: 40 events
Expected from iso.: 14.6 events

- Post-trial probability: 
𝑷 𝐒𝐌𝐂 > 𝟓. 𝟏𝝈 = 𝟔. 𝟖×𝟏𝟎!𝟒 à 𝟑. 𝟐𝝈

~170% excess
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TA hotspot

- 864 events with E ≥ 1019.4 eV (11-year SD data)
- Maximum local Li-Ma sig.: 4.4𝜎 at (17.4°, 36.0°)

Observed: 85 events
Expected from iso.: 49.5 events

- Post-trial probability: 
𝑷 𝑺𝐌𝐂≥𝟒. 𝟒𝝈)&(𝜽𝑴𝑪≤𝟖. 𝟔°) = 𝟏. 𝟔×𝟏𝟎!𝟒 à 𝟑. 𝟔𝝈

~72% excess

Sky maps in 
equatorial coords.

180° rotated in RA

- New feature (Hardening, Instep) 
in 1019–1019.5 eV range 
- Combining TA SD, TA FD, and 
HiRes FD data, we observe the 
Instep feature in the northern 
hemisphere at 1019.25±0.03 eV with 
a 5.3𝜎 significance.

- Spectral shape is indicative 
of collisions of the UHECR en
route to us at Earth
- Differences in the cutoff 
energies of energy spectra

- log(E/eV) = 19.64 ±0.04 for 
lower dec. band (-16°–24.8°)
- log(E/eV) = 19.84 ±0.02 for 
higher dec. band (24.8°–90°)
- The global significance of the 
difference is estimated to be
4.3𝜎.

Declination Dependence
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Figure 2: Telescope Array surface detector spectrum derived from 11 years of TA data, 2008/05/11-
2019/05/11, using reconstruction described in [2, 12]. Solid line is a fit to the broken power law, where
p1, p2 are the spectral indices before and after the ankle, respectively, EA is the energy of the ankle, E2 is
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- Energy Range: 1018.2–1019.1 eV
- 3560 events after the quality 
cuts
- Systematic uncertainty of 
<Xmax>: ± 17 g/cm2
- QGSjetII-04 interaction model 
was compared with the data
à agreement with the light 
composition

- More events are needed to 
study the highest energies

Mean Xmax 𝜎(Xmax)

PPSC excess

Introduction
Ultra-high energy Cosmic Rays Telescope Array Experiment

• The largest cosmic ray observatory in 
the northern hemisphere, deployed 
near Delta, Utah. 

• Designed to detect extensive air 
showers (EAS) induced by a primary 
UHECR colliding with the atmosphere 
using hybrid techniques: 
- fluorescence detectors (FDs) 
- surface detectors (SDs)

• Using data from both sets of 
detectors, we explore the nature and 
origin of UHECRs by investigating
- Energy spectrum
- Mass composition
- Arrival direction distribution

Telescope Array
Delta, Utah, USA 
~1400 m above sea level

35 km

SD array

FD stations

• Cosmic rays (CRs): Energetic particles 
that impinge on Earth's atmosphere 
from outer space

• Ultra-high energy cosmic rays 
(UHECRs): Cosmic rays with energies 
greater than 1018 eV

• Overall, the flux of CRs appears to 
follow a single power law ~ E-3. 

• In the ultra-high-energy regime, direct 
detection is not feasible due to the 
extremely low flux
à Indirect observation is necessary! 
à A gigantic observation facility is 

essential to gather sufficient data

1 particle/km2/century

Fluxes of Cosmic Rays
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